
Visus Cmore Basic FHD

Reduce the time spent on inspection

Built in image capturing



Visus Cmore Basic FHD

The new Cmore Basic Full HD (FHD) magnification system from Visus techno-
logy combines the FHD technology´s supremely sharp images and the mi-
croscopes ability to magnify. 
 
Cmore Basic FHD also give the opportunity to a correct work posture with a safe ergonomic and 
flexible magnification system. With Cmore Basic FHD you can use the monitor as a precise referen-
ce. What you can see in the monitor is an exact live picture of what you have put under the camera 
without any distortion, delay or interference.
With Cmore Basic FHD picture handling is not an option. Connect it to your PC and take pictures with 
the included Cmore Software. 
You handle the Cmore Basic FHD with the wireless remote control or Cmore Software.

User Friendly
Cmore Basic FHD is a very user friendly system. The simplicity of the system with only one button 
and the easy to handle remote control enable you to operate the Cmore Basic FHD without any train-
ing. And you need almost no time to adjust to using it.

Business areas and industries there Cmore Basic FHD is suited for use 
 � ELECTRONICS visual inspection of printed circuit boards, rework and mounting etc.
 � AGRICULTURAL analysis of seeds and grains etc.  
 � AUTOMOTIVE control, rework etc.
 � ENGINEERING inspection of metal parts, cutting tools etc.
 � MEDICAL lab purposes etc. 
 � PHARMACEUTICALS lab purposes etc. 
 � AVIATION control, rework etc.  
 � SECURITY passports control etc. 
 � FORENSICS
 � CLINICAL
 � And several more areas
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Visus Cmore Basic FHD

Cmore software
The included software allows you to control the 
Cmore Basic FHD over your computer. Easy to 
handle with and functions as:

 � Image capture

 � Zoom in and out

 � Freeze picture

 � Stop for optical zoom at 20x or 30x

 � Manual focus

 � Brightness adjustment

 � IR camera mode

 � Artificial cross

Esd Safe 
Cmore Basic FHD is tested ac-
cording to the principles of ESD. 

XY table

Options
You can also combine the system with our excellent XY table which allows you to precision control of 
the object you are working with. You can also use it with our Cmore tilt table which allows you to see 
the object in different angels. Cmore Basic FHD comes in two versions 20x optical zoom camera as 
standard or with 30x optical zoom camera as option.

Lighting
In Cmore Basic FHD built in 
LED lighting is included. It 
comes in two angels to get 
the best possible result. 

Autofocus
Cmore Basic FHD is extremely 
fast finding focus. You can also, if 
it´s necessary, change to manual 
focus, to find the focus exactly 
where you want it on the object 
you are working with. 

Tilt table



Specifications Hardware
Resolution monitor   1920x1080 (Full HD)

Resolution computer  1280x720 (HD)

Camera zoom  x20 optical x12 digital

Frame rate  60 full digital frames / second 

Free working height under camera   280 mm

Operating system demands   win8 / win7

Output  mini USB computer HDMI screen

Lighting  built in two angled LED lighting

Monitor size   optional

Dimensions  H 410mm W 170mm D  350mm

Weight   4,5 kg

Monitor format detect   yes 

Autofocus   yes

Image / Video capture   yes 

Visus Cmore Basic FHD

 Cmore Stereo 
 Basic FHD Microscope

Ergonomics excellent poor

Working distance excellent poor

Large field of wiev excellent good

Flexibility excellent good

Depth of view good excellent

Documentation excellent optional

Cmore Basic 
FHD compared to 
a Stereo  
Microscope
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Cmore remote controll (included)   
Dimensions H 120mm W 60mm D 30mm
Functions Zoom in and out. Brightness adjustment
 Manual focus adjustment. Artificial lacer cross. 


